Abstract-We consider a physical-layer network coding strategy for the random-access channel, based on compute-andforward. When packets collide, it is possible to reliably recover a linear combination of the packets at the receiver. Over many rounds of transmission, the receiver can thus obtain many linear combinations and eventually recover all original packets. This is by contrast to slotted ALOHA where packet collisions lead to complete erasures. The strategy is shown to be significantly superior to the best known strategies, including multipacket reception.
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I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a multiple-access channel with users transmitting according to a random access mechanism. Users are in one of two states, active or inactive, and do not have knowledge of the states of other users. The receiver has complete knowledge of the states of all users. The network is operated in rounds. In each round each user chooses his state at random independently of the state of other rounds and independent of the other users. We consider an approach to random access, based on reliable physical-layer network coding. The basic idea of the approach is that the receiver is decoding in each round a linear combination of messages. Once enough linear combinations are obtained the original messages can be retrieved.
The concept of physical-layer network coding is studied in, for instance [1] - [7] . See [8] for an overview of known results and a survey of literature. Note that there are various flavors of physical-layer network coding. In [1] - [3] the aim is to obtain linear combinations reliably. In contrast, in [4] - [7] one is satisfied with a noisy version of these linear combinations. Our interest in the current paper is in reliable physical-layer network coding, also known as compute-and-forward,
The most thoroughly studied approach to random access is slotted ALOHA, [9] . In ALOHA, if more than one user is active, a packet collision occurs and the receiver does not obtain any information about the transmitted packets. This is illustrated in Figure 1a , in which different rounds are represented along the horizontal axis. Packets transmitted by the users are depicted above the axis, the packets below the axis represent the information obtained by the receiver.
Alternatives to ALOHA have been suggested in a multitude of directions. We do not provide a complete overview of recent work in the field of random access communications. Instead we focus on the two main lines of research that are most closely related to the current work.
The first line of research that we discuss is based on the well-known observation, see for instance [10] , that as an alternative to ALOHA, it is possible to carefully choose the communication rates of the users such that the receiver can decode all, or a subset of, the packets of the active users. This is sometimes referred to as multipacket reception (MPR) and its use for random access has been studied in, for instance, [11] - [13] . It is illustrated in Figure 1b . As reflected in the figure, multipacket reception requires the rate to be adjusted.
The second line of research that we discuss is based on the observation that even though a collision of packets does not provide any useful information directly, it might still be useful to store the received signal. Indeed, if the receiver obtains one of the collided packets in a later round, it can use successive cancellation decoding on the stored signal. If only two packets collided, the receiver obtains a clean signal from which it can decode an information packet from another user. This approach was first proposed in [14] in which users transmit the same packet multiple times and is known as contention resolution diversity slotted ALOHA (CRDSA). Among the follow-up work on CRDSA are suggestions on how to improve performance by optimizing how packets are repeated over time [15] , [16] , methods to improve performance by interleaving packets [17] , sliding window approaches [18] and an unslotted version of CRDSA [19] . Finally, in [20] it was proposed to, opposed to repeating packets over time, employ a forward error correcting code over the packets and instead transmit coded packets.
Starting from CRDSA and its generalizations, it is a natural follow-up observation that instead of using successive interference cancellation, the receiver might try and decode a linear combination of the colliding packets by means of physical-layer network coding. This approach was studied in [21] and [22] using a physical-layer coding mechanism that is based on [4] - [7] . Therefore, there is a positive error probability that the receiver is not correctly decoding the desired linear combination of packets.
In another line of work that includes, for instance, networkassisted diversity multiple access (NDMA) [23] and [24] , sets of colliding packets are jointly recovered in the analog domain. In this approach the channel coefficients are used as elements of a matrix that has to be inverted in order to recover the original messages.
Contrary to [14] - [24] , the focus of the current work is on reliable communication, i.e., our interest is in characterizing the rate of communication that can be achieved at arbitrarily low error probability. We propose an achievable strategy in which the users transmit in each time slot a packet that is itself a linear combination of the messages intended for the receiver. After obtaining a sufficient number of linear combinations the receiver can retrieve the original messages. The physical-layer network coding strategy is illustrated in Figure 1c . For the example in the figure, the information obtained by the receiver can be represented as
where A, · · · , D denote the messages and b 1 , . . . , b 4 the information obtained by the receiver at the channel output.
We provide an analysis of the sum rate, denoted as throughput and expressed in bits per channel use, that is achieved by our strategy on the AWGN channel. The throughput is compared to the throughput of multipacket reception, which is the best known strategy from current literature [13] . It is shown that for small to moderate values of the access/activation probability, the physical-layer network coding strategy significantly outperforms the multipacket reception strategy.
In the physical-layer network coding strategy the receiver decodes a single linear combination of messages in each round. In contrast, the multipacket reception scheme enables the receiver to decode the messages of all active users. Our analysis of the physical-layer network coding strategy reveals that at high access/activation probability the multipacket reception performs better. As a natural generalization of the physical-layer network coding strategy, we introduce a strategy in which the receiver decodes multiple equations in each round. If the number of decoded equations equals the number of active users, the strategy is equivalent to multipacket reception, i.e., it provides a generalization of both the physical-layer network coding strategy and the multipacket reception strategy.
Recall from the above that the physical-layer network coding strategy requires the users to transmit linear combinations of their packets in each round, i.e., a code is used across the blocks. Our achievable throughput analysis is based on an existence proof of a suitable code. The final contribution of the current paper is an explicit code construction and an evaluation of its performance at a finite number of rounds.
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section II we define the model. Section III provides a definition of reliable physical-layer network coding and an analysis of an upper bound on the throughput and the throughput achieved by some other approaches. The main contributions of the current paper, a description of our approach and an analysis of the resulting throughput are given in Section IV. In Section V we provide an explicit code construction. Section VI provides a description of the generalized strategy and an analysis of its performance. Finally, in Section VII we conclude with a discussion of the results that are presented in the current paper and an outlook on future work.
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a system with K users. Time is slotted. The system is operated in N blocks of B time slots, where B and N are design parameters. User k has a message M k to transmit, where
i.e., R k is the rate of user k. The random access feature of the model is captured by state variables S k (n) which can be zero or one, depending on whether a user is active (1) or inactive (0). Let S k (n) denote the state of user k in block n. The state of a user is independently and identically distributed over all blocks and independent of the state of other users. Users are active with probability a, i.e., Pr(
∈ R denote the signal transmitted by user k and the signal obtained by the receiver, respectively, in time slot t. We consider an AWGN channel without fading, i.e.,
where {Z [t]} is white Gaussian noise with unit variance. Let
For notational convenience in the description of our proposed strategy we introduce, for n = 1, . . . , N, the notation
The channel model, (3), can alternatively be written as
The model is illustrated for three users, i.e., for K = 3, in Figure 2 . 
where we require these mappings to satisfy the following common average power constraint:
for all k = 1, . . . , K , where the expectation is over all messages. We denote the encoder mapping by 
We denote the decoder mapping byM
For a given strategy, we define the resulting average error probability by
The throughput T of a strategy is defined as the sum of all user rates, i.e.,
In the remainder we will often be interested in symmetric strategies where all rates are equal, i.e.,
The goal of the present paper is to characterize the achievable throughput, which we define in a standard manner.
Definition 2 (Achievable Throughput): Throughput T is achievable if there exists for every 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 a strategy with throughput T − 1 for which P e ≤ 2 .
Remark: A few remarks about our modeling assumptions are in order:
1) Users are assumed to know K , the total number of users in the system. 2) There is block synchronization between users. This synchronization can, for instance, be achieved in an initial association phase in which the users learn their relative delays. In practice these relative delays will be known only up to some precision. Therefore, some guard time between the end of a packet transmission and the beginning of the next block will need to be ensured. This issue is common among all approaches to slotted random access. Therefore, we ignore these guard times in our model and analysis. 3) There is no feedback from the receiver to the users. 4) The long-term average power constraint allows to perform power control: Transmit at power a −1 P in a block in which a user is active and with zero power otherwise, leading to long-term average power P.
III. PRELIMINARIES
We provide a definition of reliable physical-layer network coding and a result on an achievable rate in Subsection III-A. In Subsection III-B we provide an upper bound on the throughput. Finally, in Subsection III-C we provide results on the throughput that is achievable using existing strategies.
A. Reliable Physical-Layer Network Coding
One key ingredient of the strategy proposed in this paper is to use computation codes to achieve reliable physical-layer network coding. We provide a short introduction to this technique and a result from [1] that will be needed later. We refer the reader to [1] , [2] , or [8] for technical details as well as a survey on the significant body of work on physicallayer network coding.
To set the stage, we consider K transmitters, each having an independent message. Moreover, we think of these messages as being represented as strings over an appropriately chosen finite field F q . That is, we denote the message of transmitter k as
where
for the length of the message is chosen to match future use in Section IV, where it corresponds to the length of a message transmitted within one round. Each transmitter can encode its message into a string of B real numbers satisfying an average power constraint P. We define the rate of the resulting two codes, which is the same for all transmitters, by
The real-valued strings of length B, denoted as X 1 , . . . , X K are then transmitted element-wise across the standard AWGN multiple-access channel, whose channel output is given by
where Z is additive white Gaussian noise with unit variance. The decoder, upon observing the real-valued string Y of length B, is asked to provide an estimate sequence
) in such a way as to minimize the probability of the event
In this sense, the receiver recovers a function (namely, the sum) of the original messages, which is why this approach is referred to as computation coding. We refer to the rate R (i) as the computation rate and say that it is achievable if the probability of the above event can be made arbitrarily small by increasing B. The next result provides the best known achievable computation rate. We use the notation
otherwise.
Theorem 1 [2, Th. 1]: For the standard AWGN multipleaccess channel with K users the following computation rate is achievable:
The scheme we will employ in the present paper uses the above computation rate. The achievable strategy for this rate was developed in [1] and [2] . It involves using one and the same code at all encoders, namely,
for all k = 1, . . . , K , and we refer to F(·) as the computation code.
B. Upper Bound
We derive an upper bound on the throughput in the model of Section II by assuming full CSI at the transmitters, i.e., we assume that all transmitters know which other transmitters are active. The next result follows from standard results on multi-access channels [10] .
Theorem 2: If throughput T is achievable, then
Proof: We construct an upper bound by considering the case that users have complete knowledge of the state of all users, i.e., we consider a block-fading multiple access channel with full channel state information. A well-known result, see [10] , is that in this case the sum rate is upper bounded as
where the expectation is over the user states. The result follows directly from the above expression.
C. Existing Achievable Strategies
In this subsection we present results on the achievable throughput of two existing strategies. The common element between these strategies is that they both use forward error correcting codes within each block of B channel uses. At the end of a block the receiver attempts to decode. If the decoder is not able to decode successfully it completely discards the information that was obtained in that block. The users employ another forward error correcting code across the blocks to deal with the erasures caused by unsuccessful decoding on the block level. We refer to the code that is used within a block as the inner code and to the code that is used across blocks as the outer code.
First, we consider an achievable strategy in which the rate of the inner code equals the maximum achievable rate on the single user AWGN channel. This means that the receiver can decode if there is a single active user, but obtains an erasure as soon as more than one user is active. We will refer to this strategy as slotted ALOHA. Recall from Section II, that in our model there is no feedback from the receiver to the users and, therefore, no contention resolution phase. The erasures are dealt with by the outer code. The next result provides the throughput of the slotted ALOHA strategy. For completeness, we provide a proof, but the result is well known.
Proof: The maximum achievable rate of the inner code is
where a is the activation probability of users and the factor a −1 follows from the average power constraint over blocks. Each user transmits successfully in a block if it is the only active user, which happens with probability a(1 − a) K −1 . Therefore, the maximum achievable rate of the outer code is a(1−a) K −1 . The throughput follows directly from the fact that we have K users operating at these rates. Next, we consider a strategy known as multipacket reception together with adaptive rates [12] , [13] . This strategy consists of choosing the rate of the inner code such that the packets of all active users can be decoded as long as this number is at mostK , i.e., all users use inner rate
Part of the strategy is to optimize overK . The following result appears in [13] and provides the best known achievable strategy for our model.
Theorem 4 [13]: Multipacket reception (MPR) achieves throughput
IV. PROPOSED STRATEGY The strategy presented in this section forms the main contribution of the current paper. This section is organized as follows. In Subsection IV-A we provide an introduction to the strategy. In Subsections IV-B and IV-C we present the details of the encoder and decoder, respectively. The throughput that is achieved using this strategy and the main result of this section is presented in Subsection IV-D. Part of the analysis of the throughput is deferred until Subsection IV-E.
A. Overview
The strategy consists of transmitting reliably in each block using a computation code. Over the blocks we employ coding to ensure that the receiver can decode all linear combinations that are received due to computation coding. We refer to the computation code as the inner code and to the code over the blocks as the outer code. The strategy is symmetric in the sense that the codes of different users have the same rate.
Remember from Section II that user k has a message M k to transmit, where
with R the overall rate achieved by the user. The first step of the proposed strategy consists of expressing the message M k as a string of N B R/ log 2 q symbols from F q , where q will be suitably chosen. These symbols are grouped in
Now, the outer code maps the L (o) message blocks into N code blocksM k (n), n = 1, . . . , N. We denote by R (o) the rate of the outer code, i.e.,
The inner code maps a code block into a sequence of B channel inputs. Corresponding to (14), we denote by R (i) the rate of the inner code, i.e.,
Note that we express the rate of the inner code in terms of bits per channel use. The same inner code is used for all code blocks. A schematic overview of the encoder is given in Figure 3 . The values of R (o) and R (i) need to be chosen carefully; an analysis is provided in subsection IV-D.
B. Encoder
We are now ready to present the details of the encoder E k at user k. The outer code is defined in terms of matrix
, a code of block length B that takes a message block of L (i) symbols as input.
Encoder k constructs the signal X k , by performing the following steps for each message block n = 1, . . . , N:
1) The encoder first computes the data blockM k (n) by mixing the original message block M k ( ), as follows:
where all operations on M k ( ) are componentwise. 2) UseM k (n) as the input of code F and take the user state into consideration, i.e.,
The details of the encoder strategy are illustrated in Figure 4 . 
C. Decoder
The receiver decodes as follows: 1) In block n the receiver observes the signal
2) As demonstrated in the next subsection, if L (i) and F are chosen properly, the decoder can perform physical-layer network coding and recover
for all n = 1, . . . , N.
3) It remains to retrieve the messages by solving the system of linear equations given by (31). It is shown in the next subsection that carefully chosen L (o) and G k , k = 1, . . . , K , result in a full rank system of equations.
D. Achievable Throughput
First of all, we consider the use of physical-layer network coding, which in our strategy is done separately in each block of B channel uses, and involves strings of L (i) symbols from F q . Therefore, all b(n) in (31) can be obtained reliably if R (i) is an achievable physical-layer network coding rate on the standard AWGN multiple-access channel with K users. From Theorem 1 we know that
is achievable. In addition to satisfying (32) we have to choose L (o) such that the system of linear equations given by (31) is full rank. This is addressed by the following lemma, the proof of which is deferred to the next subsection. 
such that the system of equations given by (31) is full rank with probability larger than 1 − 2 . The throughput that is achieved using the rates for the inner and outer codes as suggested by (32) and Lemma 1 is given in the next theorem. This theorem forms the main contribution of the current paper.
Theorem 5: Throughput
is achievable using a physical-layer network coding strategy. Proof: To prove that the claimed throughput is achievable, we use
and
for arbitrary 1 , 2 > 0. We show that under these choices the decoding error probability can be made arbitrarily small. The decoding error probability is given by
where E (i) is the event that one (or more) of the computationcoded blocks are wrongly decoded, and E (o) is the event that the linear system of equations in (31) is not full rank. By the union bound,
It follows from Theorem 1 that we can make Pr(E (i) ) arbitrarily small by choosing B sufficiently large. Moreover, we know from Lemma 1 that we can make Pr(E (o) ) arbitrarily small by choosing N sufficiently large. The resulting throughput is
which can be made arbitrarily close to the RHS of (34) by suitable choices of 1 and 2 .
A numerical evaluation of the results is given in Figures 5 and 6 , where we have plotted the throughput T as a function of the access probability a for number of users K = 3 and K = 10 and average power constraint P = 10 2 and P = 10 6 , respectively. In addition to the achievable throughput of our strategy (PLNC) we have depicted in these figures the performance of ALOHA and multipacket reception (MPR) as given in (20) and (22) of Theorems 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, the figures also depict the upper bound given in (18) of Theorem 2. 
E. Proof of Lemma 1: The Rate of the Outer Code
In this subsection we analyze the rate of the outer code and provide a proof of Lemma 1. We find it convenient to express the system of linear equations (31) as
with S the horizontal concatenation of
. , S i (N))
, and G is the block diagonal matrix G = diag (G 1 , . . . , G K ). For notational convenience, we define for a subset U ⊆ {1, . . . , K } with elements U = {U 1 , . . . , U |U | },
and A U = S U G U . In addition, we define for I ⊆ {1, . . . , N}, A I as the submatrix of A obtained by selecting rows I . For a given subset of users U ⊆ {1, . . . , K } we will be interested in the number of time slots in which at least one of the users from U is active. From the structure of S U it is clear that this number is equal to rank S U . Since the users are active independently of each other and over time, rank S U is binomially distributed with parameter 1 − (1 − a) |U | and sample size N.
First, we present a necessary condition on S, for A to be full rank. 
for all U ⊆ {1, . . . , K }. Proof: The |U | users contribute a total of |U |L (o) variables in the system of linear equations (40). Assume that the receiver has successfully recovered the other variables and needs to solve the remaining system
The result follows from
The next lemma demonstrates that the condition rank S U ≥ |U |L (o) for all U ⊆ {1, . . . , K } is sufficient in the sense that for each realization of S satisfying these conditions there exists a matrix G such that A is full rank. The proof of Lemma 1, as given below, uses this result to demonstrate that there are matrices G for which A is full rank for all S satisfying the rank conditions. The proof of the next lemma is deferred to Appendix A.
Next, we prove that rank S U ≥ |U |L (o) for all U ⊆ {1, . . . , K } with high probability, i.e., this probability is approaching one as N is increasing.
Lemma 4: Let
Proof:
Recall that rank S U is equal to the number of time slots in which at least one user in U is active, i.e., it is binomially distributed with sample size N and parameter 1
where the last step is a well-known application of the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality to the tail of a Binomial distribution, see [25] . The result follows from a union bound over the sets U . We are now ready to prove Lemma 1. (o) for all U ⊆ {1, . . . , K } with probability at least 1 − 2 K exp −2 2 1 N . By choosing N sufficiently large we can ensure that this probability is at least 1 − 2 .
Proof of Lemma 1: Let R (o) satisfy (33). It follows from Lemma 4 that rank S U ≥ |U |L
From Lemma 3 it follows that for any particular S satisfying this property, we can choose G such that A is full rank. Now, there is a finite number of realizations of S that satisfy rank S U ≥ |U |L (o) for all U ⊆ {1, . . . , K }. Using the algebraic techniques developed by Koetter and Médard [26] it follows directly that by choosing the alphabet F q sufficiently large, there exists G that results in full rank A for all realizations S that satisfy rank S U ≥ |U |L (o) for all U ⊆ {1, . . . , K }.
V. A DETERMINISTIC CODE CONSTRUCTION BASED ON CAUCHY MATRICES
We have presented in the previous section an achievable strategy that is based on physical-layer network coding. The result relies on an existence result for coding matrices G k for the outer code. In this section we provide an explicit construction of the outer code. At any finite block length N this code will have a positive error probability, which we will evaluate through simulation. In particular, we will evaluate Pr E (o) , the probability that the system of equations that needs to be solved by the receiver is underdetermined, i.e., the probability that A is not full rank.
In the general description of our achievable scheme in Section IV we allow for each user to use a different outer code, i.e., use a different matrix G k for all users. From a practical point of view it is desirable to use the same code for all the users. The code that we consider in this section uses the following common outer code for all users:
Matrices with the above structure are known as Cauchy matrices [27] . The reason to select a Cauchy matrix is that under the conditions that, i) u i = v j and ii) the sequences u i and v j are injective, all square submatrices of G k are non-singular [27] . We will use thereby satisfying the above condition if q > N L (o) . It is possible to show that the property of having non-singular submatrices in G k is a necessary condition for A to be full rank for all S satisfying the rank conditions of Lemma 3. However, it is not a sufficient condition: There are matrices S satisfying the rank conditions, for which A -with G k according to (53) -is not full rank. The purpose of the remainder of this section is to show that the probability of seeing such S is small. The precise analysis of the rank appears to be difficult, which is why we resort to numerical considerations.
For notational convenience, let P o = Pr E (o) , the probability that A is not full rank. Recall from Section IV that a necessary condition for A to be full rank is that
Note that the design of the outer code matrices G k does not have any influence on this event. Therefore, we analyze P o by considering the event
Furthermore, we let P s = Pr (E s ) and P g = Pr E (o) |Ē s . Now
Since our interest is only in the performance of the outer code, we make the optimistic assumption that the inner code is operating at the maximum achievable rate R (i) = 1/2 log + 2 1/K + a −1 P and that all blocks are decoded properly.
In Figures 7 and 8 we have depicted the values of P o , P s and P g as a function of the field size q for N = 20 and N = 80, respectively. These figures depict the situation for two users, K = 2, with power constraint P = 100, that are active half of the time, i.e., a = 1/2. Note that for this case the maximum achievable rate for the outer code, as given in Figure 4 , is R (o) = 0.375. Therefore, the maximum achievable throughput for the physical-layer network coding scheme is T ≈ 2.87. In the figures we have depicted the error probabilities resulting from R (o) = 0.35, leading to an achieved throughput of Fig. 8 .
Probability of various error events as a function of q.
68. Note that this is a significant improvement over the throughput achieved by the adaptive rate strategy, which is T ≈ 2.16.
Figures 7 and 8 as well as subsequent figures depict 90% confidence intervals that are computed using Wilson's method [28] . The confidence intervals are omitted if they are too small to be visible. It can be observed that for moderate values of q, the value of P g is negligible compared to P s . This means that if the system of equations can not be decoded, it is most often not caused by the design of G k . From this we can conclude that for practical purposes we can use G k as proposed in (53).
For completeness, we have provided in Figure 9 , P o as a function of R (o) for q = 257 and various values of N. On the horizontal axis we have depicted T = R (o) R (i) to enable a comparison with T ≈ 2.16 achieved by the adaptive rate strategy and T ≈ 2.87, which is the maximum achievable throughput of the physical-layer network coding scheme.
VI. DECODING MULTIPLE EQUATIONS
It was shown in the previous section that decoding in each round a linear combination of user data blocks might be beneficial in terms of overall throughput. For moderate values of a, in particular, performance of the PLNC strategy significantly outperforms the best known strategy, MPR. However, it was also observed that for values of a close to one MPR is outperforming PLNC. Recall from Section III that under MPR the receiver decodes in each round the data blocks of all active users. This leads to the natural problem of formulating a generalization of the PLNC strategy, denoted by PLNC + , in which the receiver decodes multiple linear combinations of data blocks in each round.
This remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Subsection VI-A we provide an overview to the PLNC + strategy, focusing only on the details that are different from the basic strategy as introduced in Section IV. In Subsections VI-B and VI-C we present the details of the encoder and decoder, respectively. The main result of this section, an expression for the achieved throughput is given in Subsection VI-D.
A. Overview
We present a family of strategies, parameterized byK , in which in each round K −K + 1 linear equations are decoded. In principle, it would be of interest to analyze the performance of the resulting system for any given set of K −K +1 equations. The theory developed in [2] supports such an endeavor, since it provides for a given linear combination of user data blocks a rate at which this combination can be reliably transmitted. The extension to decoding multiple equations based on a successive cancellation approach is considered in [2] , [29] , and [30] .
However, our preliminary results indicate that on the multi-access channel with unit channel coefficients the best set of equations to decode is degenerate in the sense that all but one of the equations to be decoded involve only a single user. This implies that for these equations the receiver in fact decodes the messages of one of the users. The contribution of this user to the received signal is then cancelled and the remaining equations are then decoded. The preliminary results indicate that only the last equation to be decoded involves multiple users. Therefore, we will present our PLNC + strategy for the specific case that the first K −K equations that are decoded correspond to the message of a single user.
B. Encoder
The strategy requires users to operate at different rates, i.e., the rates of the inner and outer codes are not the same for all users.
Let > 0 be an arbitrary constant. Following [2] and related work, users employ a sequence of nested lattice codes. The rates of these inner codes are The rates of the outer codes are
(59)
C. Decoder
The decoder starts with decoding user K . In particular, it decodes a linear equation in which all but the last coefficient equal zero. It was shown in [29] that the decoder can use the decoded message to perform successive cancellation and remove the signal of the K -th user from the channel observation. It continues to decode users K − 1, K − 2, . . . ,K + 1. Finally, it decodes the sum of the data blocks of the firstK users. It immediately follows from [2, Th. 1] that the rates of all inner codes (58) are achievable.
D. Achievable Throughput
We first present the main result of this section.
Theorem 6: Decoding multiple linear equations achieves throughput
Proof: Consider user k,K + 1 ≤ k ≤ K . In each round that this user is active, the receiver successfully decodes a data blockM k (n). Since, the user is active with probability a, the rate of the outer code a is achievable. The rate achieved by user k is
where lim ↓0 o( ) = 0. Next, consider the firstK users. Since, in each round the data blocks from usersK +1, . . . , K are successfully decoded, the signals X k (n), k =K + 1, . . . , K can be cancelled from Y (n). The resulting signal contains only contributions from the firstK users. Now, observe that the rates of the inner and outer codes of these users satisfy exactly the requirements for the PLNC scheme from Section IV forK users. Therefore, there exist codes for the firstK users that ensure that the receiver can correctly decode all information blocks. The sum rate achieved by the firstK users is
The throughput, i.e., total sum rate, that is achieved equals
which is readily shown to equal the stated result. Figure 10 provides a numerical evaluation of the above result for the case of K = 40 users and power constraint P = 10 6 . It can be observed that there is a regime for a, around a = 0.6 in this case, for which PLNC + outperforms both PLNC and MPR. In Figure 11 we have depicted the number of linear equations that is decoded, i.e., K −K + 1, whereK is the value that optimizes (60).
VII. DISCUSSION
We have presented an approach to random access that is based on physical-layer network coding. The gist of this strategy is that whenever packets collide, the receiver decodes a linear combination of these packets. The throughput that is achieved by this approach is significantly better than that of other approaches.
The strategy as it is presented in the current paper does not employ feedback from the receiver. Incorporating feedback from the receiver might be beneficial. Consider, for instance, the case that the receiver provides an acknowledgement as soon as it decodes the system of linear equations given by (31) and recovers all message substrings from all users. The users can simply continue to transmit linear combinations of their message substrings until they receive the acknowledgement. This results in a rateless strategy that is particularly easy to implement.
Observe that in our model we allow for strategies that perform coding over blocks. This potentially leads to very large delays. In fact, the proof of Theorem 5 is based on using many blocks. We believe that the strategy can be incorporated in a practical implementation, for which the number of blocks that is used is small. In particular, we can in each block transmit a linear combination of only a small number of message substrings and use a sliding window. This will allow to receiver the decode the received equations after a small number of blocks.
Finally, the comparison with the arguments in [13] reveals a further interesting insight. Namely, in [13] , an informationtheoretic upper bound is presented that applies to any strategy in which packets are decoded after every block. It is clear that if we allow to code over many blocks, as proposed in for instance [17] and related work, the throughput can be enlarged beyond this upper bound, but this requires the receiver to store all the physical-layer channel outputs of all the blocks, which is a high price to pay in terms of implementation complexity. By contrast, the novel strategy introduced here also permits to significantly outperform the upper bound presented in [13] , but after each block, the receiver can decode a linear combination and discard the physical-layer channel outputs. In this sense, the proposed strategy is a simple version of coding over many blocks. Moreover, it should be expected that a careful implementation of the strategy, will only require coding over a small number of blocks.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Recall from Section IV-E that
]. Alternatively, we can write A as the Hadamard product A =S •G, wherẽ
The Hadamard product is also known as the entrywise product or the Schur product.
Observe that if S k (n) = 0 then
for all = 1, . . . , L (o) , i.e., A has a blockwise structure. We say that A has zeros in the positions corresponding to S k (n) = 0. The entries of the matrices G k are treated as indeterminates.
Since it is more convenient than proving Lemma 3 itself, we will prove a generalization of the result in which A does not necessarily have a blockwise structure, i.e., we allow for arbitrary matrixS. Before stating the more general result we provide some definition and preliminary results. We introduce a matrix property that we denote as stability. 1 We will refer to a row that consists of only zeros as a zero row. Observe that we define stability in terms of the number of zero rows in subsets of columns. This is equivalent to considering the zero columns in subsets of rows. This is stated more precisely in the next lemma.
Lemma 5: MatrixS is stable iffS T is stable. Proof: IfS is not stable there exist a n × k submatrix containing zero rows, where > n − k. These rows form a k × submatrix of zeros inS T . Since k > n − ,S T is not stable. Proof: IfS does not contain any zeros it is stable and we can simply choose k = 0. Else, ifS is strictly stable let k = 1. Let J correspond to the index of any non-zero column that contains a zero and I to the row index of a non-zero entry in this column. The resultingS A is a non-zero scalar and hence stable. Also, following directly from the definition of strict stability, the resultingS D is stable.
It remains to consider the case thatS is critically stable. In this case there exists, for some value of k, a submatrix of dimension n × k in which there are exactly n − k zero rows. We choose J to constitute the n columns of this submatrix and I to be the k non-zero rows in this submatrix. It remains to show thatS A andS D are stable. We prove only that S A is stable. The result forS D follows from Lemma 5 by considering the transpose matrices. Suppose thatS A is not stable. Then, there exists a k × submatrix ofS A in which there are u > k − zero rows. We now consider these zero rows in the original matrixS. Together with the n − k zero rows with indices {1, . . . , n} \ I there are more than n − zero rows in a n × submatrix inS. This implies thatS is not stable, which is contradiction, henceS A is stable.
Finally, the next lemma provides the desired generalization of Lemma 3
Lemma 7: IfS is stable there existsG such that A =S •G is full rank.
Proof: We use induction over the size of the matrix. IfS does not contain any zeros or if n = 1 or m = 1 there is nothing to proof.
As an induction hypothesis assume that the result holds for all matrices of size n × m, where n ≤ñ and m ≤m. Now, consider dimension (ñ + 1) × m. From Lemma 6 and the induction hypothesis it follows that we can decompose A into four block matrices, where the diagonal blocks are full rank. By making the off diagonal blocks zero, the complete matrix is full rank.
